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I . Purpose
The purpose of this thesis is to explore, utilize, and combine the media
of Graphic Design and creative photography in the creation of a promotional
slide presentation for a Rochester Hockey Organization (AMERKS).
II. Scope of Thesis
A thorough survey will be made through interviews, research and experir
mentation to discover the aesthetic and psychological requirements of such
a visual promotion for people interested in sports. I will examine visual
references pertaining to the proposed media that have been previously used
by others for promotional purposes. I will produce an audio-visual slide
presentation depicting the total feeling which hockey radiates. This slide
show, which could also be televised, is intended to stimulate the interest
of local businesses and organizations in the Rochester Hockey Organization.
III. Procedures
To write a summation of the survey proposed above in the scope of the
thesis .
To create a slide presentation conveying the total feeling of hockey
as I (and others) experience it.
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To write a progress report on procedures and techniques used in
executing the promotional audio-slide presentation.
IV. Alternative Proposal
A slide presentation on the subject, "What is Visual
Communication?"
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This program was created as a promotional
presentation for the Rochester American Hockey
Club to stimulate both interest and support
for the team. The ccmmunicati cn was directed
toward arousing an interest in hockey through
education, thereby increasing attendance.
I tried to bring both of these objectives
about through the strength of the images by
combining photographic and graphic design
elements into an integrated aestheic communic
ation which makes the message more beautiful
and expressive, both in organization and in
presentation.
The first step in the development of the
program was an interview with Mr. Joe Crosier,
manager of the Rochester Amerks. He was
very enthusiastic and encouraging about my
ideas of such a program and introduced me
to the club's publicity director, Mr. Jim
Ball. Mr. Ball handles all the promotional
material for the organization. During my
--
interview it became apparent that the club
had never done any promoting of its own
other than speaking before various organiz
ations such as the Boy Scouts, church groups,
Fire and Police Departments or schools for the
handicapped. He also explained that each year
the hockey club produces a movie of the
Calder Cup Finals, which are comparable to
the World Series in baseball. This movie
is shown as an introduction for the speaker.
Even this is done only by group request.
We discussed the potentiality of increas
ing interest among larger organizations in the
game and the financial advantages this would
create .
Mr- Ball talked about the problems of
working within a budget but when I suggested
that a slide program would cost much less than
the movie, his enthusiasm increased. I explain
ed that once the program was set up, it would
be easy to bring it up to date by replacing
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slides of one year's players with those of
players of the current year- Naturally the
cost of doing this would be considerably less
than producing a movie which is out of date
as soon as the season ends.
I began to create my storyboard from the
information I had received and started to
interrelate my subject material into a
sequential pattern with which to explore
the kinds of applications possible for my
images. With this basic approach in mind, I
began to experiment with the various kinds
of photographic images I would need. Not
being able to use any extra form of artificial
light source, I found myself limited. There
fore all my photographs were taken with Kodak's
High Speed Ektachrome Improved type B film,
which lent itself especially well to my
particular needs. My experiments consisted
of finding applicable exposure readings
which were necessary for different angles
//
and positions near and above the ice.
The nunjjaer of times I had the opportunity
to take photographs was limited to the games
played in Rochester which was usually one or
two games a week. I went to approximately
fourteen games and averaged about fifty shots
a game. These consisted of colored and black
and white slides. The ratio of usable slides,
shooting in this spontaneous way, is about one
out of eight. Thus many of the particular
shots were taken over and over again because
the photographs were just not right. The
action is so swift, it was not always possible
to follow the play. Once I felt I had enough
colored slides to choose from, I began to sort
and arrange them in an organized continuity.
This was necessary to give me an idea of the
amount and type of graphic design needed.
The graphically designed elements were
created to be integrated with the photographic
images. The technique I used to achieve the .





effect I wanted was a combination of many
processes. The first step was the developing
of my Tri X negatives into 8 x 10 black and
white contrast prints. Secondly, I put
these prints through a Xerox 91^ copy machine,
which I regulated to give me a heavy, over
exposed effect. The overexposure caused the
edges to get very black and give the appear
ance of a line copy film, with the exception
that the Xerox copy had a fuzzy edge which was
the result I wanted. Next, I had negative
image photostats made from the Xerox copies
and removed all the areas I didn't want in
the positives, burning out all the gray areas
by overexposing them, thus giving me clean
black and white stats on which to work. The
positives were then cemented down and colored
by means of a stickdown colored Burges (Cut-
color), giving me the rich combination of
related effects.
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The photographing of the art created a
problem not expected because I could not get
the photos to give me the sparkle and zest that
the original art had. At first I tried
Etrachrome with no results. I switched to
Kodakchrome II type A and used polorizing
filters over my lamps with a 20$ magenta filter
over my lense. Even with all these adjustments
I had to bracket and found the photos which
were two stops overexposed were the best. As
the white areas approached the point of over
exposure, the colors became more true.
The high contrast negavites and positives
were made by contacting Tri X negatives on
Kodak's Professional Line Copy film. The solid
color was put on the slides by sandwiching
Burges colored plastic sheets over the negative
and positive transparencies.
At this point I arranged the sequence of
the slides in order to estimate the length of
the program so I could start taking the sound.
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Mr. Ball advised me to see Mr. Bill Givens,
who is the announcer for the hockey team at
WHAM. Mr. Givens loaned me one of his taped
broadcasts to use. This was most helpful as
far as the description of the game was concern
ed, but it did not include the noise made by
the crowd which was necessary to create the
effect intended. I tried to borrow a recorder
of quality from R. I. T. with which to tape
these sounds but was unable to do so. This
made it necessary to record all the sound on a
Wollensak Recorder which was not in very good
condition, reducing the quality of the end
result. The music was taken from a Dizzy
Gilespie jazz album which I found after much
searching through the Rundell Public Library.
After I had recorded all the different types
of sounds necessary, I began puting them together.
A composite was made on the Roberts Tape
Recorder in the Instructional Resources Lab
oratory using both tracks of the recording
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tape. This allowed me to overlap sounds, which
I had fading on and off. Once the composite
was completed there was still the matter of
relating the quantity of slides required to
correspond with the length of the sound track.
When I felt this was nearly correct, I recorded
the two tracks onto one leaving the other free
on which to record the impulses necessary to
trigger the carousels at the precise time.
When I played the recording back on one track
I found there was a problem of tremble which
was pronounced in the third generation of
sound. This meant I had to record again try
ing to stay within the second generation.
After completing the tape, I went over my
slides once again, sorting them into three
trays, keeping a directional sequence in mind.
Now that the slides and tapes were in the
proper order, I was ready to put the impulses
on the recording tape. It was a matter of
figuring out a way of changing the right
9-
carousel at the right time. Mr. Frank Argento,
my technical advisor, said he had heard the
Friden punch tape machine could be used for
such a problem. After experimenting with the
Friden typewriter I discovered it could be used
if the right punch code was figured out.
Through a process of trial and error this
problem was resolved but I still had to
figure out a way to feed the impulses into the
Friden tape recorder. I put the impulses on
the recording tape with the Kodak carousel and
found it could also be used as an intermediary
agent to transmit the signal to the reader.
The only problem was that the intensity of each
impulse had to be about the same, otherwise the
reader would skip ahead or not pick up at all
depending upon the intensity.
I went through the program several times
to be sure everything was functioning properly.
Then I moved the whole program from the pre
view room, which I had worked in, to the
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auditorium in which the program was to be
shown. Because of the lack of screen area in
the room, I was faced with the problem of im
provising my own. This was accomplished by
using a piece of sign painting cloth five feet
wide and forty-eight feet long. The images
were projected onto this screen with three
10-power Buel lenses which brought the images
down to the proper size.
Once I felt the program was complete I
checked each slide for dust, fingerprints and
slide masks which might have become warped
from the heat of the projectors.
I feel the program, as a whole, was
successful for a number of reasons. First of
all, it was my first attempt at such a pro
duction and the short length of time allotted
for the thesis added extra pressure because
of the amount of work involved. Secondly, it
was interesting to note the various responses
jtLth which the program was received. I feel
-li
the main factor, which governed this variance,
was the diversified backgrounds of the viewers.
There was one specific point that we all agreed
could have been improved. The contrast of
by
darkness and brightness causedAthe spontaneous
changing of the slides made the viewing diffi
cult at particular points in the program.
I have viewed the program in retrospect and
questioned whether or not the program was
completely effective inexpressing the
sensuousness whioh hockey emanates. Because
of the complexities and limitations of
mechanical equipment available to me, I do not
feel a slide program was the best way to demon
strate the speed and excitement of hockey.
Perhaps a combination of both movies and
slides is the answer. A movie done with
stills rather than moving objects would
seemingly produce a visually exciting story
that could stimulate and involve the people of
our society today which are becoming much more
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sophisticated and remarkably less visually
prejudice and are demanding much more of the
artist than ever before.
